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Dates to Remember:
12/02 Gingerbread Event 2:00-4:00 PM
12/03 LCS Busline BB v Drinkwater-Girls play 1st 3:45 PM
12/04 K-2 Family Math Night 5:00-6:30 PM
12/05 LCS Busline BB v Hope-Boys play 1st-3:45 PM

Positive Attitude Towards
Math Predicts Math
Achievement in Kids

Please call the office ASAP if you plan to attend so that we can plan for

A positive attitude toward math boosts the
brain’s memory center and predicts math
performance independent of factors such as a
child’s IQ, a Stanford study has found.
For the first time, scientists have identified
the brain pathway that links a positive
attitude toward math to achievement in the
subject.
In a study of elementary school students,
researchers at the Stanford University School
of Medicine found that having a positive
attitude about math was connected to better
function of the hippocampus, an important
memory center in the brain, during
performance of arithmetic problems.
The findings were published online Jan. 24
in Psychological Science.
Educators have long observed higher math
scores in children who show more interest in
math and perceive themselves as being better
at it. But it has not been clear if this attitude
simply reflects other capacities, such as
higher intelligence.
The new study found that, even once IQ and
other confounding factors were accounted
for, a positive attitude toward math still
predicted which students had stronger math
performance.
Read the complete article at:
https://med.stanford.edu/news/allnews/2018/01/positive-attitude-toward-math-predictsmath-achievement-in-kids.html

Fun With Code
Our middle school students are taking the ball
and running with it when offered coding
options for Flex time activities. The 6th
graders, no strangers to coding given their
Khan Academy Animation coding experience,
chose to jump in to the Tynker.com modules
on Monday. We were so engaged we almost
missed dismissal! Looking forward to more
choices for coding challenges with the 7th &
8th graders during Flex as well.
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There are so many reasons why for many
youth screen time has crowded out activities
and interactions that would benefit them—in
other words, why they are experiencing
excessive screen time.
One of the reasons is the inner discomfort
that many parents (and teachers) feel from
saying “no” to their children and teens. Saying
no and being able to tolerate the myriad of
emotions that result, such as guilt, self-doubt,
and sadness is challenging for many people.
On top of that, the child may add on their
own negative emotions to the “no,” such as
anger and disgust. Having to tolerate any one
of these emotions, let alone several of them
at one time, is a major undertaking.
Perhaps you have been wanting to set new
limits, such as saying “no” to screen time in
the car, “no” to screens in the bedroom at
bedtime, “no” to screens at the dinner table. I
will give some tips below but first these
insights.
I have thought long and hard about how
challenging it is to tolerate the discomfort of
setting boundaries and saying no, not only
from my viewpoint as a researcher and
speaker on tech and parenting but also from
my 25 years of practicing medicine. The
hardest “no” that health providers are
confronted with over and over is a person
requesting opioids when the provider does
not think the opioids are in the best interest
of the patient.
What has frankly shocked me over the past
couple of years with the discussions on the
causes of the opioid crisis is that I never hear
anyone (reporters, authors, policy makers,
etc.) bring up the fact that a contributing
cause to this crisis is the fact that health care
providers often prescribe these medicines
because they can’t tolerate the backlash from
saying “no.” We hear reasons about how the
drug companies told providers that the longacting opioids were not addicting, about
broken health systems, and others, but the
human interactions in the providers’ offices
are ignored.
In medical school, students learn next to
nothing about addiction medicine. This
amazed me since so many of the patients I
was seeing in the hospital were there due to
addictions (lung disease and tobacco, liver
disease and alcohol, and so on). I decided to
do an elective in addiction medicine and had
the good fortune of having an incredible

mentor, Dr. Barry Rosen. He would always
tell me that, “The surgeon has her tool, a
scalpel...my tool is my words.” Watching
Barry lead complex dialogues, laden with
intense emotions from his patients such as
shame, denial, and hope, was true mastery in
action.
I went on to do research and short films on
doctor-patient communication, opioid
requests, and recovery. In the films I talk
about one way to stay compassionate when
setting boundaries is to remind oneself that it
is the addiction talking (or crying or yelling),
and not the person. That person at say 15, or
pick any pre-addiction age, would never have
thought to themselves “I would love to be a
slave to heroin, wouldn’t that be great and
how cool to know that I could die each time I
use it.”
The real skill of a health provider is in their
effective communication to be able to
maintain a connection with the person so that
along with a “no,” come discussions about
why the “no,” collaborative decision making
for alternatives and at times conversations
about recovery treatment. Daily my heart
hurts when I think of all the people and
families dealing with an addiction of any type.
If you are interested to hear about the many
solutions happening around the opioid
epidemic, my dear friend Ann Boiko just
launched a wonderful podcast series on
iTunes called Finding Fixes. I recommend
listening to an episode with your teens.
Back to our topic of saying “no” to prevent
excessive screen time. Here are some tips.
Prepping to say the “no”
1. Spend time writing out why you want to
set this screen limit so you feel confident
that it is an overall positive thing for your
child—such as providing undistracted
time for better sleep or for them to build
in-person relationships.
2. Remind yourself that there are hundreds
of studies that show parenting with love,
but with boundaries, leads to the best
outcomes (vs. command and control type
parenting or a passive parenting style.)
3. Baby steps are key. Just pick one thing
you have wanted to say “no” to and work
on that single challenge. Start with the
easiest one.
4. Know that you are modeling to your
children, students, girl scouts, etc. the
deeply important skill of “acting with

integrity.” If you really believe, as I do,
that having times undistracted by devices
is good for youth (and all of us), then you
are showing them that you are willing to
act in line with your beliefs even though it
means stepping into discomfort.
Fostering autonomy
Achieving greater autonomy as one enters
adulthood is a primary human need.
Whenever possible give your child some
agency around the “no.” For example, you
realize that you think that it is more beneficial
to your 13-year old that devices, including
the phone, no longer are in her room at
bedtime. You do the steps above and now
want to appeal to her need for some control.
Ask something like, “What time are you
thinking the phone should be put away?
Should I come and get it or should you give
to me at that time?”
Holding person accountable
One of the biggest gifts we give is holding
people we care about accountable for their
actions. It takes energy to do this and yet
payoffs are well worth it. So know as you do
the work to enforce the “no” that you are
giving a gift, one of energy and dedication. In
an upcoming TTT, I will talk more about
accountability and consequences.
For today’s Tech Talk Tuesday here are
some questions to open a conversation
around “no.”
1. As always start a conversation about the
positives of tech such as what cool tech
activity grabs everyone’s attention the
strongest these days.
2. If your child currently has any devices
with them in the bedroom at bedtime, ask
the reasons they like having your devices
in their room with them.
3. What time do they think is a reasonable
time to put devices away, out of their
room?
4. Discuss other possible “no” situations
related to screens that you may wish to
create.
We encourage you to go to our website and
read through some of the hundreds of past
Tech Talk Tuesdays blog posts covering
dozens of topics full information and
tips. Feel free to share this newsletter with
your community and encourage them
to sign up for our Tech Talk Tuesday.
Warmly,
Delaney Ruston, MD
Screenagers' Filmmaker
www.screenagersmovie.com
415-450-9585

PTO UPDATE
1. $25.00 Movie booklets are
available for sale
2. Apparel order forms are due
Monday, 12/3
3. Movie night is scheduled for
Friday, 12/14, from 6-8pm - Elf will
be shown in Walsh Commons
4. Gingerbread house event will be
held this coming Sunday, 12/2,
from 2-4pm

2019 Mid-Coast Wrestling Club

YOUTH WRESTLING PROGRAM
Who

:

Any interested boys or girls grades K-4. Kids will be
separated by age and weight.

When & Where :

Tuesdays and Thursdays from January 3rd 6:15 to 7:30
through Thursday February 14th at Camden Hills
Regional High School Wrestling Room. Then Tuesdays
and Thursdays 5:30 to 7:00 at Camden-Rockport
Middle School in the gym.

Cost

FREE!

:

MCWC’s Youth Wrestling Program offers a fun, easy, and affordable
opportunity for area youth to try the sport of wrestling. This is a good way for
to be actively involved in a team sport that is focused on individual
development.
Some participants may choose to attend the numerous youth tournaments
around the state. Tournaments are usually on Sundays.
Wrestling shoes and headgear will be required equipment after the first two
weeks of practice. We have some that wresters can borrow.
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY. Wrestling is a safe sport (less serious
injuries per participant than soccer or basketball) that kids of all shapes and
sizes can be successful in. Please come and give it a try!
For more information, contact:
Taylor Crosby: 975-5097
taylorcrosby9797@icloud.com

Aaron Henderson: 522-5252
ajhendo66@gmail.com

Join our Facebook Group @ Mid-Coast Peewee Wrestling 2018

MCWC PRE-SEASON
MIDDLE SCHOOL
WRESTLING 2019
The Mid-Coast Wrestling Club will start practices two times a
week for wrestlers in grades 5-8 at Camden Hills Regional High
School starting Thursday, January 3rd at 6:15 p.m.
Experienced wrestler? Come and get a jump on the competition and
train for our own Maine Youth Opener wrestling tournament which is
Sunday, January 20th at Camden Hills.
New wrestler? Come and learn the basics and get a feel for the sport
before the start of the Middle School (Tuesday Jan 22nd) season.
HAL wrestlers are welcome to join the Camden-Rockport Middle
School (CRMS) squad!
ALL BOYS AND GIRLS 5-8 IN THE FIVETOWN AREA WELCOME!
Where: Camden Hills Regional High School Wrestling Room
When: Thursday January 3rd through Thursday January 17th 6:15 to
7:30. (Regular season practices will then start at CamdenRockport Middle School M-F 4:00 to 5:30).
Cost:

FREE!!!!

Gear:

Clean shorts, t-shirt, and wrestling shoes or clean sneakers.

Please contact me for more information or to try to help arrange
transportation. I hope you see you on the mat!
Aaron Henderson
aaron.henderson@fivetowns.net
522-5252
Visit us on Facebook https://www.facebook.com/midcoastwrestling/

